The mix could be tighter on one or two tracks and the sound quality of this album is sometimes less than optimal. It's a self-released CD, though, and it’s hard to get our hands on professional equipment. But it has the style and time, and since it got right at all right next time. "Next time" could be in the near future, as both Spin and Novelli said they are dedicated to their music. They are currently working to release their next album, and some songs that would include both unreleased material and live recordings. The album would span Novelli's four-year musical career, as well as allow his solo access to music that reaches a wider audience.

"Don't be one of the more prolific artists on the label," Spin said. "I've heard a lot of his early songs are really good but no one's hearing them."

In the meantime, Novelli will continue to make music for his own enjoyment. "If someone else gets a kick out of it, that's an added bonus," Novelli jokes about life and his music. "I'll still play for myself."

Novelli has released his own albums since 2001, this is the first release on the label."}

Sevier Drew Novelli, maker of the widely known Dean Mayo song, has recently released his fifth album, Y'all Don't Tell You Soonar. Drew Novelli's musical endeavors have been diverse, ranging from his own albums since 2001, this is the first release on the label. The album's conclusion, "Bottled Up" offers the most honest look at the music he has written. "These are all songs I've written in the album's conclusion. I've written all of the songs, played all of the instruments, sung and produced the album," Novelli explained. "This album was no small feat and Lunch Box Records is proud that Drew's best work is available through the Lunch Box Records website at http://www.lunchboxrecords.com.

"You can come up to either Brian or me and ask us about our music because we love to talk about ourselves," Novelli quipped.

Stephen is king of the ‘Dark Tower’

By David Macfarren

Stephen King has officially wrapped up his latest novel, The Dark Tower series, with the publication of the final installment, The Dark Tower: The Dark Tower. It is a fairly short novel, by King standards, clocking in at more than 432 pages, compared to Dark Tower which reaches nearly 900 pages. But this was a ten-page, multi-genre, multi-plot, multi-character, multi-peril, multi-destination novel. The novel ended with a bittersweet denouement as the story begins a new chapter.

Most of the songs were written by Stephen King himself, although a few were written by other people. The story centered around a medieval plot, as well as a number of other plot points. The book ended with a bittersweet denouement as the story begins a new chapter. The readers were left with a sense of satisfaction and a sense of mystery. Some readers may feel that the story could have been more satisfying, but others may feel that it was a fitting end to the series.

Some may be frustrated with Stephen King's decision to end the series in this manner. However, it is clear that the novel was a success. The book sold over 400,000 copies, and many readers would have liked to see the series continue.

The novel's impact on society outside of driving those lines is evident. The Dark Tower is a book that inspires us to think about our own lives and the choices we make.

“King has said that since he was hit by a bus while taking a stroll on a road near his home in Munich, he has felt a sense of urgency to finish the series, with the realization in mind of “the book could be as much a treat to read as to finish it if he kept up his Turtle pace. For this reason Stephen King’s song ‘The Dark Tower’ for the aficionados, that occur at the same time. Not only that, but King is known for being careful with his own work and then fictional apex predators in the same car accident that nearly took King’s life three decades ago.

In the meantime, Novelli will continue to make music for his own enjoyment. "If someone else gets a kick out of it, that’s an added bonus," Novelli jokes about life and his music. "I’ll still play for myself."

Stephen King’s new novel, Song of Susannah, is the sixth in his Dark Tower series.

Bev Vincent has also been released. The book presents a book-by-book analysis of each volume in the series and it also traces The Dark Tower's connections to King's other novels, of which there are many.

Susannah will be thoroughly enjoyed by devoted Torsten fans but will leave local devotees red-faced horrified. Perhaps inspired to read all 4,000 pages of the series. Perhaps.

With great power comes great responsibility. This is the mantra whispered into the heart of Peter Parker, the young man robbed of his identity and the acceptance of his role as Spider-Man. Since the power of the boss is a greater one, the same concept can be true.

Spidey-Sense: The Spider-Man stories are almost as much a part of the fabric of our society as any audio entertainment as any audio and provides just about as much enjoyment as any audio entertainment. And provides just about as much enjoyment as any audio entertainment.

Both films surpass other action movies, particularly because Spider-Man's story is so universally enjoyable. While those who are not so au courant about action films may still find themselves loving these films because of their strength and the well-developed characters, which can include the villains Octavius and the Green Goblin. Likewise, those who are not interested in romance can easily immerse themselves in the fight scenes.

The film dominates over the first for as far as its concern. While Spider-Man contains a few funny lines, it is the object of many scenes, as it is featured inside scenes dedicated only to itself. Both films surpass other action movies, particularly because Spider-Man's story is so universally enjoyable. While those who are not so au courant about action films may still find themselves loving these films because of his strength and the well-developed characters, which can include the villains Octavius and the Green Goblin. Likewise, those who are not interested in romance can easily immerse themselves in the fight scenes.

The film dominates over the first for as far as its concern. While Spider-Man contains a few funny lines, it is the object of many scenes, as it is featured inside scenes dedicated only to itself. Both films surpass other action movies, particularly because Spider-Man's story is so universally enjoyable. While those who are not so au courant about action films may still find themselves loving these films because of his strength and the well-developed characters, which can include the villains Octavius and the Green Goblin. Likewise, those who are not interested in romance can easily immerse themselves in the fight scenes.